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Two Views on Homosexuality, the Bible, and the Church
In this timely work—part memoir, part investigative analysis—a prize-winning writer explores the
explosive and confusing intersection of faith, politics, and sexuality in Christian America. When
Jeff Chu came out to his parents as a gay man, his devout Christian mother cried. And cried.
Every time she looked at him. For months. As a journalist and a believer, Chu knew that he
had to get to the heart of a question that had been haunting him for years: Does Jesus really
love me? The quest to find an answer propels Chu on a remarkable cross-country journey to
discover the God “forbidden to him” because of his sexuality. Surveying the breadth of the
political and theological spectrum, from the most conservative viewpoints to the most liberal,
he tries to distill what the diverse followers of Christ believe about homosexuality and to
understand how these people who purportedly follow the same God and the same Scriptures
have come to hold such a wide range of opinions. Why does Pastor A believe that God hates
me, especially because of my gayness? Why does Person B believe that God loves me,
gayness and all? From Brooklyn to Nashville to California, from Westboro Baptist Church and
their god hates fags protest signs to the pioneering Episcopal bishop Mary Glasspool, who
proclaims a message of liberation and divine love, Chu captures spiritual snapshots of
Christian America at a remarkable moment, when tensions between both sides in the culture
wars have rarely been higher. Both funny and heartbreaking, perplexing and wise, Does Jesus
Really Love Me? is an intellectual, emotional, and spiritual pilgrimage that reveals a portrait of
a faith and a nation at odds.

Oriented to Faith
Amanda Hocking is an indie publishing sensation whose self-published novels have sold
millions of copies all over the world. Step into the world of the Trylle, and prepare to be
enchanted. When Wendy Everly first discovers the truth about herself—that she's a changeling
switched at birth—she knows her life will never be the same. Now she's about to learn that
there's more to the story She shares a closer connection to her Vittra rivals than she ever
imagined—and they'll stop at nothing to lure her to their side. With the threat of war looming, her
only hope of saving the Trylle is to master her magical powers—and marry an equally powerful
royal. But that means walking away from Finn, her handsome bodyguard who's strictly off
limitsand Loki, a Vittra prince with whom she shares a growing attraction. Torn between her
heart and her people, between love and duty, Wendy must decide her fate. If she makes the
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wrong choice, she could lose everything, and everybody, she's ever wantedin both worlds. As
a special gift to readers, this book contains a new, never-before-published bonus story, "One
Day, Three Ways," set in the magical world of the Trylle.

The Child Catchers
A guide to learning how to communicate with people who have diametrically opposed opinions
from you, how to empathize with them, and how to (possibly) change their minds America is
more polarized than ever. Whether the issue is Donald Trump, healthcare, abortion, gun
control, breastfeeding, or even DC vs Marvel, it feels like you can't voice an opinion without
ruffling someone's feathers. In today's digital age, it's easier than ever to build walls around
yourself. You fill up your Twitter feed with voices that are angry about the same issues and
believe as you believe. Before long, you're isolated in your own personalized echo chamber.
And if you ever encounter someone outside of your bubble, you don't understand how the
arguments that resonate so well with your peers can't get through to anyone else. In a time
when every conversation quickly becomes a battlefield, it's up to us to learn how to talk to each
other again. In Talking Across the Divide, social justice activist Justin Lee explains how to
break through the five key barriers that make people resist differing opinions. With a
combination of psychological research, pop-culture references, and anecdotes from Justin's
many years of experience mediating contentious conversations, this book will help you
understand people on the other side of the argument and give you the tools you need to
change their minds--even if they've fallen for "fake news."

Does Jesus Really Love Me?
Is it possible to be both gay and Christian? This book explains, calmly and logically, that the
two are not mutually exclusive. With the support of some of the finest scientific and theological
minds, Dr Stuart Edser presents a compelling case for tolerance and acceptance, rejecting the
traditional Christian view that gay people are either sick or sinful as a result of their sexual
orientation. While shrill voices of prejudiced fundamentalism are raised from all sides of the
Christian church, he invites the reader to a new experience of God. Dr Edser is uniquely
qualified to explain the biology, psychology and sociology of being gay, as well as to examine
the Bible, its interpretation, and traditional Christian teaching on sexual morality. Not only does
he have a wealth of experience grounded in the Church (both Catholic and Protestant), but he
is also a psychologist, author and researcher. Moreover, he threads his own extraordinary
story through the text, using this and his experience as a clinician to guide his thinking. In
particular, he offers a positive and rational voice so often glaringly absent from the Church’s
utterances on homosexuality. He argues passionately for church people everywhere to open
their minds and show a willingness to discard older ways of thinking where more modern
explanations reveal the truth more accurately. And he encourages gay Christians to integrate
their sexuality and their faith so that both are valued equally.BEING GAY, BEING CHRISTIAN
is a call for reformation within the Christian church, an appeal to modernity in our approach to
knowledge and a practical self-help book for people who are struggling with their sexuality, so
they can find both self-esteem and a connection with God. It will be of particular interest to: •
People confused about their sexuality • Young gay people • Gay people who go to church •
Christian families and friends of gay people • Clergy and church workers.

Transforming
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Justin Lee, a gay man and devout Christian, bridges the gaps between his faith and sexuality
in this insightful and touching memoir. As a teenager and young man, Justin Lee felt deeply
torn. Nicknamed "God Boy" by his peers, he knew that he was called to a life in the evangelical
Christian ministry. But Lee harbored a secret: He also knew that he was gay. In this
groundbreaking book, Lee recalls the events--his coming out to his parents, his experiences
with the "ex-gay" movement, and his in-depth study of the Bible--that led him, eventually, to
self-acceptance. But more than just a memoir, TORN provides insightful, practical guidance for
all committed Christians who wonder how to relate to gay friends or family members--or who
struggle with their own sexuality. Convinced that "in a culture that sees gays and Christians as
enemies, gay Christians are in a unique position to bring peace," Lee demonstrates that people
of faith on both sides of the debate can respect, learn from, and love one another.

Undivided
From the author of Out of a Far Country, which details his dramatic conversion from an
agnostic gay man who put his identity in his sexuality to a Bible professor who now puts his
identity in Christ alone, comes a gospel-centered discussion of sex, desire, and relationships.
Dr. Christopher Yuan explores the concept of holy sexuality--chastity in singleness or
faithfulness in marriage--in a practical and relevant manner, equipping readers with an
accessible yet robust theology of sexuality. Whether you want to share Christ with a loved one
who identifies as gay or you're wrestling with questions of identity yourself, this book will help
you better understand sexuality in light of God's grand story and realize that holy sexuality is
actually good news for all.

Single, Gay, Christian
'Gay. The word seemed to hold the weight of eternity within its single syllable. As strange as it
may seem, in all the years I had struggled with my sexuality, the idea that I could be 'gay' had
simply never crossed my mind. I was a Christian! That was my whole life! And Christians
weren't gay.' This could be the most important book you read this year. It's a memoir. An
exploration of what is, and what could be. Most of all, it's a clarion call to the church - to
rediscover the love that Jesus called us to. Unconditionally. 'So many gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgender people give up on Christianity because they cannot reconcile who they are
with what they were brought up to believe that the Bible teaches about sexuality. Here is a
wonderfully told story of a brave young homosexual man who has struggled to hold onto his
faith while still affirming himself as gay. This is a must-read.' Tony Campolo

Torn
Yet many who sit next to us in the pew at church fit that description, says author Wesley Hill.
As a celibate gay Christian, Hill gives us a glimpse of what it looks like to wrestle firsthand with
God's ''No'' to same-sex relationships. What does it mean for gay Christians to live faithful to
God while struggling with the challenge of their homosexuality? What is God's will for believers
who experience same-sex desires? Those who choose celibacy are often left to deal with
loneliness and the hunger for relationships. How can gay Christians experience God's favor
and blessing in the midst of a struggle that for many brings a crippling sense of shame and
guilt? Weaving together reflections from his own life and the lives of other Christians, such as
Henri Nouwen and Gerard Manley Hopkins, Hill offers a fresh perspective on these questions.
He advocates neither unqualified ''healing'' for those who struggle, nor their accommodation to
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temptation, but rather faithfulness in the midst of brokenness. ''I hope this book may encourage
other homosexual Christians to take the risky step of opening up their lives to others in the
body of Christ,'' Hill writes. ''In so doing, they may find, as I have, by grace, that being known is
spiritually healthier than remaining behind closed doors, that the light is better than the
darkness.

UNFAIR: Christians and the LGBT Question
Seventy percent of Americans believe in hell, as do 92 percent of those who attend church
every week. In her candid and inviting style, Baker explores and ultimately refutes many
traditional views of hell.

Unconditional
A life of denial, exorcisms, gay conversion therapy and 16 years of marriage, crashed to a
humiliating end for this high-profile Pentecostal preacher. A chance meeting propels him
through a devastating maze of public scandal, rejection and isolation. Can he rebuild his life?
Read this brutally honest story of one man's journey to authenticity.

Bible, Gender, Sexuality
"A loving and biblically-based response to the controversy that pits the church against the
LGBT community and that divides Christians from each other"--Provided by the publisher.

Razing Hell
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

A Life of Unlearning
The award-winning journalist and author of Quiverfull reveals how adoption has become
entangled in the conservative Christian agenda as a reflection of pro-life initiatives, explaining
how child and family well-being has become a lesser priority in a market increasingly driven by
profit and religious ideology.

Holy Sexuality and the Gospel
In New York Times bestselling author Cynthia Eden’s latest novel featuring the Last Option
Search Team (LOST), one agent’s investigation entices a killer into making her his prey.
PARTNERS . . . FRIENDS . . . Forensic anthropologist Victoria Palmer has always been better
with the dead than the living. Shutting down her emotions, she lets few people in. But then
Victoria’s latest investigation takes her and agent Wade Monroe to Savannah, Georgia.
Handsome, dangerous, and more than ready to play dirty on any case, Wade weakens
Victoria’s aloofness with just one glance. . . . LOVERS Wade knows their recent cases have
pushed Victoria beyond her limits. But her skills are crucial to finding a college student who
went missing five years ago. Victoria is able to determine she was murdered, and that the killer
is still on the loose. And when the vicious murderer targets Victoria, Wade must do everything
in his power to protect her . . . because he refuses to let a woman he loves be torn from him . .
. again.
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Torn
In 2014, Time magazine announced that America had reached the transgender tipping point,
suggesting that transgender issues would become the next civil rights frontier. Years later,
many peopleeven many LGBTQ alliesstill lack understanding of gender identity and the
transgender experience. Into this void, Austen Hartke offers a biblically based, educational,
and affirming resource to shed light and wisdom on this modern gender landscape.
Transforming: The Bible and the Lives of Transgender Christians provides access into an
underrepresented and misunderstood community and will change the way readers think about
transgender people, faith, and the future of Christianity. By introducing transgender issues and
language and providing stories of both biblical characters and real-life narratives from
transgender Christians living today, Hartke helps readers visualize a more inclusive
Christianity, equipping them with the confidence and tools to change both the church and the
world.

God Believes in Love
Churches in America are experiencing an unprecedented fracturing due to their belief and
attitude toward the LGBTQ community. Armed with only six passages in the Bible--often known
as the "clobber passages"--the traditional Christian position has been one that stands against
the full inclusion of our LGBTQ brothers and sisters. Unclobber reexamines each of those
frequently quoted passages of Scripture, alternating with author Colby Martin's own story of
being fired from an evangelical megachurch when they discovered his stance on sexuality.
UnClobber reexamines what the Bible says (and does not say) about homosexuality in such a
way that breathes fresh life into outdated and inaccurate assumptions and interpretations.

The Bible and Homosexual Practice
Committed Christians may respond differently to gay and lesbian Christians. How can we
engage those with whom we might disagree and navigate our journey together in a way that
nurtures unity, hospitality, humility, and justice? Through her extensive experience in
ministering to gay and lesbian Christians, Wendy VanderWal-Gritter has come to believe we
need a new paradigm for how the church engages those in the sexual minority. She
encourages generous spaciousness, a hope-filled, relational way forward for those in turmoil
regarding a response to gay and lesbian Christians. This book offers a framework for
discussing diversity in a gracious way, showing that the church can be a place that welcomes a
variety of perspectives on the complex matter of human sexuality. It also offers practical advice
for implementing generous spaciousness in churches and organizations.

Generous Spaciousness
Reinterpretations of key Bible texts related to sexual orientation, written by a Harvard student,
present an accessible case for a modern Christian conservative acceptance of sexual diversity.

Born Again This Way
Time travelers Jonah and Katherine arrive in 1611 to rescue John Hudson, son of the explorer
Henry Hudson, but soon Jonah and Katherine's knowledge of history is tested once again, and
they fear that more is at stake than just one boy's life.
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UnClobber
Justin Lee, a gay man and devout Christian, bridges the gaps between his faith and sexuality
in this insightful and touching memoir. As a teenager and young man, Justin Lee felt deeply
torn. Nicknamed "God Boy" by his peers, he knew that he was called to a life in the evangelical
Christian ministry. But Lee harbored a secret: He also knew that he was gay. In this
groundbreaking book, Lee recalls the events--his coming out to his parents, his experiences
with the "ex-gay" movement, and his in-depth study of the Bible--that led him, eventually, to
self-acceptance. But more than just a memoir, TORN provides insightful, practical guidance for
all committed Christians who wonder how to relate to gay friends or family members--or who
struggle with their own sexuality. Convinced that "in a culture that sees gays and Christians as
enemies, gay Christians are in a unique position to bring peace," Lee demonstrates that people
of faith on both sides of the debate can respect, learn from, and love one another.

A Letter to My Congregation, Second Edition
Christians who are confused by the homosexuality debate raging in the US are looking for
resources that are based solidly on a deep study of what Scripture says about the issue. In
People to Be Loved, Preston Sprinkle challenges those on all sides of the debate to consider
what the Bible says and how we should approach the topic of homosexuality in light of it. In a
manner that appeals to a scholarly and lay-audience alike, Preston takes on difficult questions
such as how should the church treat people struggling with same-sex attraction? Is same-sex
attraction a product of biological or societal factors or both? How should the church think about
larger cultural issues, such as gay marriage, gay pride, and whether intolerance over LGBT
amounts to racism? How (or if) Christians should do business with LGBT persons and
supportive companies? Simply saying that the Bible condemns homosexuality is not accurate,
nor is it enough to end the debate. Those holding a traditional view still struggle to reconcile
the Bible’s prohibition of same-sex attraction with the message of radical, unconditional grace.
This book meets that need.

The Bible, Christianity, & Homosexuality
Addresses some of the questions raised by Christians with same-sex attraction. As a Christian
who experiences same-sex attraction, is it possible to live a life that's both faithful and fulfiling?
Rachel Gilson wants to show you that it is and that it's not just a case of limping to the finish
line, it's possible to run the race with joy. In this powerful and personal book, she describes her
own unexpected journey of coming out and coming to faith and what came next. As she does
so, she addresses many of the questions that Christians living with same-sex attraction are
wrestling with: Am I consigned to a life of loneliness? How do I navigate my friendships? Will
my desires ever change? Is there some greater purpose to all this? What comes next, and
next, and next? Drawing on insights from the Bible and the experiences of others, Born Again
This Way provides assurance and encouragement for Christians with same-sex attraction, and
paints a compelling picture of discipleship for every believer. Whatever your sexuality, this
book is an inspiring testimony of how a life submitted to Jesus will be fulfilling and fruitful, but
not always in the ways we might expect.

Torn
Shore is one of America's leading Christian writers on the subject of gay people and
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Christianity. His essays are widely credited with being central to the sea change in Christian
thinking that has occurred on this issue in recent years. UNFAIR offers the best of Shore's
writings on homosexuality and Christians/Christianity, along with heart-wrenching but ultimately
inspiring letters from gay people telling what it's like to grow up, and live today, both gay and
Christian. The book's opening essay, "Taking God at His Word: The Bible and Homosexuality,"
is a must-read for anyone seeking clarity on the relationship between the Bible, Christianity,
and LGBT people. If you read only one book on this subject, make it this one. (This is the
revised and updated edition of Shore's book, "UNFAIR: Why the 'Christian' View of Gays
Doesn't Work.")

Walking the Bridgeless Canyon
Gagnon offers the most thorough analysis to date of the biblical texts relating to homosexuality.
He demonstrates why attempts to classify the Bible’s rejection of same-sex intercourse as
irrelevant for our contemporary context fail to do justice to the biblical texts and to current
scientific data. Gagnon’s book powerfully challenges attempts to identify love and inclusivity
with affirmation of homosexual practice. . . . the most sophisticated and convincing
examination of the biblical data for our time. —Jürgen Becker, Professor of New Testament,
Christian-Albrechts University

Torn
There are many commendable books on the Bible and homosexuality which span anywhere
from a hundred to several hundred pages in length. For the curious, such books can
sometimes be inaccessible or more than they really want to read. "The Bible, Christianity, &
Homosexuality" is a concise yet profound analysis of the Bible verses often misused to
condemn gay and lesbian Christians. This study was written to be accessible to all, indeed,
something family members and friends of gay and lesbian Christians might actually take the
time to read. The Los Angeles Times describes this work as "an illuminatinganalysis that
argues the Bible doesn't condemn faithful gay relationships." (McGough, 7/18/05).

Embracing the Journey
In an age where neither society nor the church knows what to do with gay Christians, Greg
Coles shares his story—a story about a boy in love with Jesus who, at the fateful onset of
puberty, realized his sexual attractions were persistently and exclusively for other guys. This
honest, hopeful account shows life through one man's eyes and assures all people: "You are
not a mistake."

The Gay Gospel?
In this updated edition of A Strong Delusion, author and counselor Joe Dallas helps readers
understand what pro-gay theology is and how to confront it. In a biblical manner, Dallas
examines believers' personal responses and the need for bold love and commitment as they
become familiar with the movement's background and beliefs study a clear, scriptural response
to each belief extend Christ's love to those living the homosexual lifestyle This resource is an
important one for those who have been unsure how to respond to the growing acceptance of
homosexuality in the evangelical community. It offers the balance between conviction and
compassion and a practical guide to communicating with those who have embraced the proPage 7/12
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gay Christian movement.

Being Gay, Being Christian
This book is a study guide for individuals and groups for use with the book "Walking the
Bridgeless Canyon". It assists in removing the lenses and filters through which we view
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people and further, how we interpret the six passages
of Scripture related to same-sex behavior.

STRANGER AT THE GATE
At 14, David Bennett came out to his parents. At 19, he encountered Jesus Christ. At that
moment, his life changed forever. As a young gay man, David Bennett saw Christianity as an
enemy to freedom for LGBTQI people, and his early experiences with prejudice and
homophobia led him to become a gay activist. But when Jesus came into his life in a highly
unexpected way, he was led down a path he never would have predicted or imagined. In A
War of Loves, David recounts his dramatic story, from his early years exploring new age
religions and French existentialism to his university experiences as an activist. Following
supernatural encounters with God, he embarked on a journey not only of seeking to reconcile
his faith and sexuality but also of discovering the higher call of Jesus Christ. A War of Loves
investigates what the Bible teaches about sexuality and demonstrates the profligate,
unqualified grace of God for all people. David describes the joy and intimacy he found in
following Jesus Christ and how love has taken on a radically new and far richer meaning for
him.

Torn
In Bible, Gender, Sexuality James Brownson argues that Christians should reconsider whether
or not the biblical strictures against same-sex relations as defined in the ancient world should
apply to contemporary, committed same-sex relationships. Presenting two sides in the debate
-- "traditionalist" and "revisionist" -- Brownson carefully analyzes each of the seven main texts
that appear to address intimate same-sex relations. In the process, he explores key concepts
that inform our understanding of the biblical texts, including patriarchy, complementarity, purity
and impurity, honor and shame. Central to his argument is the need to uncover the moral logic
behind the biblical text. Written in order to serve and inform the ongoing debate in many
denominations over the questions of homosexuality, Brownson's in-depth study will prove a
useful resource for Christians who want to form a considered opinion on this important issue.

God vs. Gay?
A sympathetic, compassionate, and inspiring guide for parents—from the founders of one of the
first Christian ministries for parents of LGBTQ children. Greg and Lynn McDonald had never
interacted with members of the LGBTQ community until they discovered that their son was
gay. Without resources or support, they had no idea how to come to terms with this discovery.
At first they tried to “fix” him, to no avail. But even in the earliest days of their journey, the
McDonalds clung to two absolutes: they would love God, and they would love their son. “An
essential resource for Christian parents of LGBTQ kids,” (Matthew Vines, Executive Director of
The Reformation Project) this book follows the McDonald family’s journey over the next twenty
years, from a place of grief to a place of gratitude and acceptance that led the McDonalds to
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start one of the first Christian ministries for parents of LGBTQ children. Based on their
experience from counseling and coaching hundreds of struggling Christian parents, they offer
tools for understanding your own emotional patterns and spiritual challenges. They also help
you experience a deeper relationship with God while handling difficult or unexpected situations
that are out of your control. You will discover tested principles, patterns, and spiritual lessons
that can change the way we all see our families, and help Christians at large think through
Christ-like ways to respond to the LGBTQ community. Written in an unvarnished, honest,
reassuring, and relatable voice, this is a practical guide for parents and a roadmap to learning
to love God, the people He created, and the church, even when they seem to be at odds.

Talking Across the Divide
Vicky Beeching, called “arguably the most influential Christian of her generation” in The
Guardian, began writing songs for the church in her teens. By the time she reached her early
thirties, Vicky was a household name in churches on both sides of the pond. Recording
multiple albums and singing in America’s largest megachurches, her music was used weekly
around the globe and translated into numerous languages. But this poster girl for evangelical
Christianity lived with a debilitating inner battle: she was gay. The tens of thousands of
traditional Christians she sang in front of were unanimous in their view – they staunchly
opposed same-sex relationships and saw homosexuality as a grievous sin. Vicky knew if she
ever spoke up about her identity it would cost her everything. Faced with a major health crisis,
at the age of thirty-five she decided to tell the world that she was gay. As a result, all hell broke
loose. She lost her music career and livelihood, faced threats and vitriol from traditionalists,
developed further health issues from the immense stress, and had to rebuild her life almost
from scratch. But despite losing so much she gained far more: she was finally able to live from
a place of wholeness, vulnerability, and authenticity. She finally found peace. What’s more,
Vicky became a champion for others, fighting for LGBT equality in the church and in the
corporate sector. Her courageous work is creating change in the US and the UK, as she urges
people to celebrate diversity, live authentically, and become undivided.

Washed and Waiting
When Christians have same-sex attraction, how should the church respond? Pastor Ed Shaw
experiences same-sex attraction, and yet he is committed to Scripture and the church's
traditional position on sexuality. In this honest book, he shares his own experiences and shows
us that obedience to Jesus is ultimately the only way to experience life to the full.

A War of Loves
No other issue has been more divisive in families and in faith communities than homosexuality.
Rather than providing "cookie-cutter" answers as to why someone experiences same-sex
attraction and how to "make it go away," "Loves God, Likes Girls" simply explores one
woman's perspective on the multitude of experiences over a lifetime that impact the
development of sexuality. Sally Gary's story offers hope and redemption for families torn apart
by this issue. Through stories, Sally shares some of the painful and confusing lies she grew up
believing about herself that shaped her views of femininity and her ability to form healthy
relationships with both men and women. The book emphasizes that those who experience
same-sex attraction need safe places to explore questions, to find community, and to grow
deeper in relationship with God.
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Life's Big Questions
An openly gay Episcopal bishop presents an argument for same-sex marriage from a religious
perspective, addressing the controversial issues surrounding the debate while sharing the
stories of his own marriages and how his views have been shaped by Churchhistory.

Loves God, Likes Girls
Does the Bible prohibit homosexuality? No, says Bible scholar and activist Jay Michaelson. But
not only that: Michaelson also shows that the vast majority of our shared religious traditions
support the full equality and dignity of LGBT people. In this accessible, passionate, and
provocative book, Michaelson argues for equality, not despite religion but because of it. From
the Hardcover edition.

God and the Gay Christian
How can the sixty-six books of the Bible have a single message for us today? What unites the
vastly different accounts of God's work in the world? How do the various genres of the Bible
work together? Vaughan Roberts believes that the Bible tells a single story for all time. He
draws out the Bible's message of Jesus Christ and God's redemption through him in six big
questions: Who rules the world? What does it mean to be human? How should we view
money? Is a perfect relationship possible? How does the Holy Spirit work in the world and in
our lives? What is God's plan for the world? This companion volume to Roberts's previous
book, God's Big Picture, will not only help you answer these questions, but also give you tools
to transform your own Bible study in light of the whole story of God.

People to Be Loved
“A breakthrough work coming from the heart of evangelical Christianity,” writes theologian
David Gushee. “Wilson shows how God has led him on a journey toward a rethinking of what
the fully authoritative and inspired Bible ought to be taken to mean in the life of the church
today.” “This book … will shape what the church becomes,” writes anthropologist Tanya
Luhrmann. “One of the most exquisite, painful, candid, brilliant pieces … that I have ever seen,”
writes Christian author Phyllis Tickle. The second edition contains expanded material.

Torn
Rather than embracing the conflict around gay relationships as an opportunity for the church to
talk honestly about human sexuality, Christians continue to hurt one another with the same
tired arguments that divide us along predictable political battle lines. If the world is to "know
that we are Christians by our love," the church needs to discover better ways to live out the
deep unity we share in Christ as we engage with politics and our world. In Oriented to Faith,
Tim Otto tells the story of his struggle with being gay and what that taught him about the
gospel. With an authentic and compelling personal voice, Tim invites us to explore how God is
at work in the world, even amidst the most difficult circumstances, redeeming and transforming
the church through this difficult debate. With gentle wisdom and compassionate insight, Tim
invites all followers of Jesus to consider how we might work with God through these tensions
so that all can be transformed by God's good news in and through Christ. .embed-container {
position: relative; padding-bottom: 56.25%; height: 0; overflow: hidden; max-width: 100%; }
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.embed-container iframe, .embed-container object, .embed-container embed { position:
absolute; top: 0; left: 0; width: 100%; height: 100%; }

Same-Sex Attraction and the Church
No issue is more divisive or more pressing for the church today than homosexuality. Two
Views on Homosexuality, the Bible, and the Church brings a fresh perspective to a well-worn
debate. While Christian debates about homosexuality are most often dominated by biblical
exegesis, this book seeks to give much-needed attention to the rich history of received
Christian tradition, bringing the Bible into conversation with historical and systematic theology.
To that end, both theologians and biblical scholars—well accomplished in their fields and
conversant in issues of sexuality and gender—articulate and defend each of the two views:
Affirming view William Loader Megan K. DeFranza Traditional view Wesley Hill Stephen R.
Holmes Unique among most debates on homosexuality, this book presents a constructive
dialogue between people who disagree on significant ethical and theological matters, and yet
maintain a respectful and humanizing posture toward one another. Even as these scholars
articulate pointed arguments for their position with academic rigor and depth, they do so
cordially, clearly, and compassionately, without demeaning the other. The main essays are
followed by exceptionally insightful responses and rejoinders that interact with their fellow
essayists with convicted civility. Holding to a high view of Scripture, a commitment to the
gospel and the church, and a love for people—especially those most affected by this topic—the
contributors wrestle deeply with the Bible and theology, especially the prohibition texts, the role
of procreation, gender complementarity, and pastoral accommodation. The book concludes
with general editor Preston Sprinkle’s reflections on the future of discussions on faith and
sexuality.
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